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I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
uring the last decade and in the wake of the No Child Left

D

Behind legislation, standards, assessments, and accountability have emerged as three
prongs of a national education reform movement that has asked district and school
administrators to think very differently about educational decision-making and the use
of data. However, research about data-driven decision-making is limited. With funding from the
Carnegie Corporation, in the spring of 2002, EDC’s Center for Children and Technology began a
two-year exploratory study that examined how educators and administrators within the New York
City public school system are using data–made available to them through the print and web-based
reporting system of the Grow Network- –- to inform decisions about teaching and learning and
about educational practices.
As a tool, the Grow Report® brings what are often disparate parts of the educational system into
conversation and alignment with each other, reinforcing the notion that standards are meant to
inform instructional practices not just serve as a means to accountability while also identifying
the standards the tests are highlighting (because every standard cannot be tested). By design, it
provides a format that builds a bridge between standards, testing results, and instructional strategies and appears to be highly successful in creating a navigational framework for educators.
Using a mix of qualitative and quantitative methodologies, the two-year study unfolded in three
phases. Phase One focused on understanding the ways in which central office personnel, along
with district superintendents and their education teams, thought about using data to inform decision-making. Phase Two emphasized ethnographic research in 15 schools across four school districts in New York City that represented various neighborhoods, student populations, and overall
performance levels. Phase Three involved the development and administration of two separate surveys across the New York City public school system that asked teachers and administrators about
how they interpret data and conceptualize the use of the Grow Reports® for instructional planning.
Teachers’ Attitudes Toward Data, Decision-making and the Grow Reports
What we have learned from this study is that teachers, in particular, are open to data, but also
scrupulous about its use. Rather than accept a narrowing interpretation of their students’
strengths and weaknesses based on a single test, they instead rely on multiple sources of data –
impressionistic, anecdotal, and experiential – accrued over the long term and based on many experiences with their students to make most instructional decisions. Yet having been introduced to
the possibilities of using systematic data to make instructional decisions, teachers are eager for
more and better data. The Grow Report® is an important first step in this process and shows the
promise of making the transition to data-driven decision-making in our schools.
No matter how teachers viewed state-mandated, standardized testing, whether skeptically or
acceptingly, they recognized, across the board, that part of their job is to prepare students to take
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the test. But they have questions about the test. In interviews and survey responses, they
expressed concern about the accountability environment’s impact on instruction, with three quarters of teachers feeling that the tests lead them to teach in ways that contradict their own ideas
of good teaching. The majority of teachers also questioned the test’s accuracy in measuring students’ academic abilities and in measuring the “life skills” that students need to succeed as well as
the test’s culturally sensitivity or developmentally appropriateness to all students.
Based on these concerns, teachers frequently seek to monitor student learning and triangulate
assessment data in a variety of different ways. All of the teachers surveyed reported using multiple
assessment strategies, either always, often, or sometimes. When interviewed, the teachers discussed mixing various assessment strategies to provide a fuller picture of student understanding
and learning. Overall, the teachers felt that teacher-made assessments and strategies were more
useful than the external assessments. Only a handful of teacher said that they rely solely on formal assessments.
Throughout the survey and in the interviews, teachers across New York City reported using the
Grow Reports® in various ways to meet their overall classes’ as well as their diverse students’ academic needs. Grow-using teachers discussed making decisions within several specific areas of their
instructional practice: (1) targeting instruction, with decisions about class priorities, lesson plans,
and the academic year; (2) meeting the needs of diverse learners, seen in strategies such as grouping, creating Individualized Education Plans (IEPs), and giving individualized assignments and
materials appropriate to the students’ levels; (3) supporting conversations with parents, students,
fellow teachers and administrators about students’ learning; (4) shaping teachers’ professional
development by reflecting on their own practice; and , (5) encouraging self-directed learning by
giving the data to students.
Teachers noted that the Grow Reports® provided them with more information about students than
what they had access to previously, both as a class and as individuals. When asked how they use
the Grow Reports®, several teachers responded that they use the data when deciding where to target their instruction from creating a more extensive yearlong pacing calendar to planning mini-lessons that review and reinforce certain concepts or skills. Most teachers also felt that having timely
data that showed individual student performances helped support their decisions to differentiate
instruction according to individual students’ needs or to group students, based on how they performed on specific skills to target certain skills.
Despite the high-stakes climate in which they teach, Grow-using teachers felt less forced to
exclude anything not on the test from their teaching and estimated that they spent less time on
explicit test preparation activities than was true for a national sample of teachers. Compared to
the national sample, these New York City teachers can be considered “data-friendly.” In other
words, the skepticism many expressed about the value of standardized test data in educational
decision-making was often more about its incompleteness and the stakes involved, than a rejection of the whole idea of using standardized tests to measure individual achievement. Many teach-
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ers were careful to note that the Grow data was one “small piece” in a wide array of assessments
they use, including observations, in-class assignments, daily quizzes, unit pre- and post-tests.
Moreover, teachers added that the data on the Grow Reports® has “declining value” as the year
progresses, in part because students take the exam roughly six months before the reports are distributed.
Administrators’ Attitudes Toward Data, Decision-making and the Grow Reports
Administrators’ attitudes about high-stakes testing are not markedly different from teachers.
Administrators clearly feel pressure to improve test scores; they discussed how they support teachers’ testing needs and how the growing accountability culture has influenced their schools and
their own decisions. With its adoption becoming more widespread through NCLB, standardized
testing is not only being used to directly measure students’ academic progress but also to indirectly assess administrators’ leadership.
However, administrators, like teachers, have some reservations about what the tests are measuring.
Administrators questioned the validity and reliability of the test in their responses to our survey;
the majority of administrators do not consider the test as accurate as a teachers’ judgment of what
students know and can do. Administrators were divided over most other issues related to statemandated tests, such as whether or not the state-mandated test were an accurate measure of what
students know, or whether test pressure narrowed the scope of the curriculum. Despite this
ambivalence about the test’s effect on curriculum scope and teaching practice, administrators did
feel that the state-mandated test is aligned to what teachers teach in the classroom. And though
many expressed a desire to assess student progress from different angles in an ongoing fashion, a
vast majority of the administrators surveyed reported that, in order to prepare students for the
test, they encourage teachers to “teach the students test-taking skills.”
New York City district- and building-level administrators reported using the Grow Reports® to gain
a greater understanding of the educational and instructional concerns particular to their level of
the education system. Administrators explained that the Grow Reports® helped them to identify
class-, grade-, and school-wide strengths and weaknesses that could then be used to make decisions about planning, shaping professional development activities, and determining student performance and demographics. In interviews, many of the administrators spoke about how the Grow
Reports® helped frame conversations they had with teachers, parents, or other administrators
related to student learning, professional development for teachers, or addressing school or district
challenges. For example, since the Grow Reports® and associated instructional resources are
approved by the New York City Department of Education and aligned to state standards, administrators found that the reports were often a good fit for shaping professional development activities.

IV

Technology’s Role in Balancing Tension of Practice and Policy
While policymakers have embraced the notion that a single assessment can measure students, educators in this study acknowledge that high-stakes testing communicates only a piece of what they
need to know about the complex repertoire of skills and talents that children need to succeed.
Herein lies the gap between what national policymakers and local practitioners see as important.
Digital technology has already played an important role in bridging this gap by giving teachers
access to high-stakes test data. We believe that digital technologies will expand on this role by
helping teachers engage in data-gathering and data-analysis processes inclusive of the multifaceted ways in which children show evidence of learning, allowing teachers and administrators to
track performance data, observational data, informal conversations, portfolios of student work,
self-assessment and reflection, the stuff of daily instructional decision-making in the classroom.
The inclusion of these organized, diagnostic, and authentic, performance-based data in the decision-making process would also go a long way toward refining and supporting the practices that
educators routinely engage in.
The Grow Report™ represents an important initial step on this path. By creating a lens through
which the relationship between standards, assessments, and instruction can be explored, it helps
educators to find reason in and navigate the tensions that prevail in the high-stakes contexts in
which they work.

1

Introduction
n the wake of the No Child Left Behind legislation (NCLB, 2001),
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increasing attention is being given to accountability and data-driven decision-making in
public and professional arenas. While urban districts have faced intense external scrutiny for
some time (Fullan, 2000), the shift in funding and the regulatory requirements occasioned
by NCLB are prompting educators to think differently about the potential of data to inform
instruction and decision-making aimed at improving school achievement. School personnel are
working hard to develop strategies that support the cohesive use of data across different levels of
a school system, and the exploration of how data can inform educational decision-making is
becoming a main topic of educational policy (Salpeter, 2004; Secada, 2001). Currently, however,
research about data-driven decision-making is limited. We have only a cursory understanding of
educators’ existing practices and we know little about how these practices are informed by the
influx of data-driven tools.
With funding from the Carnegie Corporation, in the spring of 2002, EDC’s Center for Children and
Technology (CCT) began a two-year exploratory research study to examine how educators within
the New York City public school system are using data to inform decisions about teaching and
learning. The opportunity that occasioned this research was a decision by New York City’s Board
of Education to establish a five-year contract with an assessment reporting company, the Grow
Network (http://info.grow.net), whose mission is to “transform assessment results into instructional tools for teachers, principals, and parents” (Grow Network, 2004) using a mix of print and
web-based reporting systems. The print materials, called Grow Reports®, deliver customized print
reports to teachers, principals, and parents. Grow Reports® for teachers give a concise, balanced
overview of standards-based, class-wide priorities; group students in accordance with their learning needs; and enable teachers to focus on the strengths and weaknesses of individual students.
The Reports for principals provide an overview of the school, presenting grade, class, and student level data. The Reports for parents provide easy-to-interpret information that explains the goals of
the test, how their child performed, and what they can do to help. The Reports for the Web provide teachers with much more detailed information about their students, and also make available
links to “teaching tools” that help explain the standards and are solidly grounded in cognitive
research about effective math and literacy learning (see Appendix A for copies of Grow Reports®),
thereby providing data and instructional tools through the same reporting system.
New York contracted with the Grow Network to provide reports on the third-grade through eighthgrade English Language Arts and Math assessments, where there are 30,000 teachers, 5,000 district
and school instructional leaders, and 1,200 schools serving approximately 500,000 students. This
represented an unprecedented effort to use city-mandated assessment data, coupled with supporting teaching resources and professional development, to improve the quality of educational decision-making across multiple levels of the school system.
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Importance of this Study
During the last decade, standards, assessments, and accountability have emerged as the three
prongs of the national education reform movement and are now broadly embraced by the education policy community. Over two decades ago, with the release in of A Nation at Risk (1983), the
need for higher academic standards became a national issue. Following on the heels of this report,
governors, business leaders, and education policymakers have gathered at three National Education
Summits, in 1989, 1996, 1999, to create a bipartisan agenda in support of instructional standards
and learning environments that promote high expectations for all students.
The culmination in the move toward increasing accountability and the delineation of achievement
standards for all students has been the NCLB legislation. The attention that NCLB has brought to
educational accountability has been unprecedented, a presence felt in everything from professional educational publications to national and local public media. NCLB holds districts, individual
schools, and teachers accountable for student performance – a standard that implies that decisionmakers have access to data at the appropriate level of aggregation (district, school, teacher, individual student) and that they are able to interpret them. NCLB requires that disaggregated data
be examined for subgroup performance and that all subgroups meet mandated adequate yearly
progress (AYP) standards.
While there is little doubt that accountability measures have risen in popularity among both
politicians and the public, the debate about the efficacy of standardized measures of achievement
and “high-stakes” testing continues to loom large in education circles (Elliot, 1993; Herman &
Golan, 1990; Lemann, 1999; Meyers & O’Connell, 2000; Newman, King, & Rigdon, 1998; Pellegrino,
Chudowsky, & Glaser, 2001; Sacks, 1999; Stiggins, 2002; Viadero, 2000). Under NCLB, many traditionally defined high-achieving schools are indeed failing to meet AYP (Robelen, 2003). The consequences are real and significant for educational decision-makers and stakeholders, and the pressures on practitioners are ever increasing to improve student performance (Linn, 1998, 2001a,
2001b, 2003a, 2003b).
One potentially powerful consequence of the standards and accountability movement is that district and school administrators are being asked to think very differently about educational decision-making and are beginning to use data to inform everything from resource allocation to
instructional practice. As researchers at the UCLA Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards,
and Student Testing (CRESST) note, “Data-based decision-making and use of data for continuous
improvement are the operating concepts of the day. School leaders are expected to chart the
effectiveness of their strategies and use complex and often conflicting state, district, and local
assessments to monitor and assure progress. These new expectations that schools monitor their
efforts to enable all students to achieve assume that school leaders and teachers are ready and
able to use data to understand where students are academically and why, and to establish improvement plans that are targeted, responsive, and flexible” (Mitchell, Lee, & Herman, 2000).
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Schools and districts grappling with accountability strategies at the local level are the first to
acknowledge that this is a time-consuming process that requires extensive, ongoing professional
development work with teachers and school leaders (Council for Basic Education, 2000). It is not
surprising, then, that a Council for Basic Education report concludes: “States and districts will
need to think about moving from the three-legged strategy of standards, assessments, and
accountability to a model that has a fourth leg – support” (p. 9). As pressures for accountability
continue to increase, effective alignment across multiple levels of the school system will become
more important in the use of data (Elmore & Abelmann, 1999; Fullan, 2001).
There is no question that data-driven decision-making is a complex undertaking, even for the
trained educator who understands statistical concepts. As Secada (2001) notes, data should be
used to inform decisions, not replace them, and this process requires time and effort. Yet, we lack
a sufficient knowledge base to understand the kinds of data-driven practices and strategies that
teachers and administrators can use to improve student performance (Schafer & Lissitz, 1987;
Wise, Lukin, & Roos, 1991). While efforts that focus on helping principals and teachers improve
their schools have grown dramatically over the last several decades (Kearns & Harvey, 2000), it is
rare to find school communities in which teachers and administrators routinely engage in thinking
critically about the relationship between instructional practices and student outcomes. We are
equally hard pressed to find substantial numbers of educators who have adequate training and
knowledge and are prepared to make appropriate use of data and transform it into useable information and practice (Cizek, 2001; Herman & Gribbons, 2001).
Complexity in the data-driven decision-making process also stems from the systemic structure of
school districts. Schools are multi-level organizations composed of dynamically interacting components (Cromey, 2001; Mandinach & Cline, 1994; Sengeet al., 2000). The systemic perspective recognizes that because of the cross-level interactions within school systems, data, information, and
decision-making affect many components of the system at the same time (Fuqua, Newman, &
Dickman, 1999). Thus, the need to consider the issue of how data and information flows through
a learning organization such as a school district is critical.
While a number of technical advancements enabling innovative reporting mechanisms have made
data-supported decision-making a much more realistic undertaking (Wayman, Stringfield, &
Yakimowski, 2003)1, questions about how educators who are working at different levels of the
school system use data to inform decision-making remain largely unanswered. Preliminary work
on the experiences of different data-systems is underway at handful of sites around the country.
These include research on the Quality School Portfolio (QSP) developed at CRESST (Mitchell & Lee,
1998) and IBM Reinventing Education data project in Broward County, Florida (Spielvogel et al.,
2001), the Texas Education Agency, and the South Carolina Department of Education (Spielvogel &
Pasnik, 1999). Research on the role of data systems and applications in practice is also being
1
The John’s Hopkins Center for Research on the Education of Students Placed at Risk maintains a web site that contains
updated information and reviews on technology-based data-driven decision-making tools. It can be found at:
http://www.csos.jhu.edu/systemics/datause.htm
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done in Minneapolis (Heistad & Spicuzza, 2003), Boston (Sharkey & Murnane, 2003), and on the
implementation of QSP in Milwaukee (Thorn, 2002; Webb, 2002). Nonetheless, the New York City
school system’s partnership with the Grow Network is possibly the largest project of its kind. The
study we report on here investigates how data is used and thought about in the classrooms and
schools of our nation’s largest school district, and, thus, speaks to important policy concerns
about the role of standardized testing and data-driven decision-making in education in general.

A Theoretical Framework for Data-Driven Decision-Making
One of the six guiding principles in a recent National Research Council report on Scientific Research
in Education (Shavelson &Towne, 2002) is linking relevant theory to research. In developing a
theoretical framework that would guide our research in this project, we drew upon organization
and management theory, in particular the work of Ackoff (1989), Drucker (1989), and a former CCT
visiting scholar (Breiter, 2003). According to Ackoff (1989), data, information, and knowledge
form a continuum that can be applied to make decisions. Data exist in a raw state. They do not
have meaning in and of itself, and therefore, can exist in any form, usable or not. Whether or not
data become information depends on the understanding of the person looking at the data.
Information is data that is given meaning when connected to a context. It is data used to comprehend and organize our environment, unveiling an understanding of relations between data and
context. Alone, however, it does not carry any implications for future action. Knowledge is the
collection of information deemed useful, and eventually used to guide action. In relation to test
information, the teacher’s ability to see connections between students’ scores on different itemskills analyses and classroom instruction, and then act on them, represents knowledge.
From these distinctions, we constructed a model of how data are transformed into knowledge,
based on a sequence of six steps identified by Ackoff (1989) and Drucker (1989). These steps
include collecting, organizing, summarizing, analyzing, synthesizing, and decision-making. The six
steps form a continuum of cognitive complexity. During the sequential set of steps, raw data are
always made meaningful by a process of contextualizing within the situation that produced the
data.
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A focused inquiry always guides the processes educators engage in as they move from thinking
about relevant data (collecting, organizing), to formulating hypotheses (summarizing, analyzing),
to taking actions (synthesizing, deciding). Most importantly, this model suggests that educators’
understandings and interpretations of data are likely to vary depending on their role in the school
system (teacher, instructional leader, administrator).

The Design of the Grow Reports
By virtue of how they have been designed, the Grow Reports® make a unique and distinct contribution to this theoretical framework. The Reports are intended to serve as a bridge between
assessment and instruction, turning raw state and city testing data into information that is organized and aligned with New York State standards.
For teachers, Grow Reports® provide overviews of class-wide priorities, group students in accordance with the state performance standards, and enable teachers to focus on the strengths and
weaknesses of individual students. For example, a sixth-grade math teacher teaching during the
2003-2004 school year would have access to a customized report that is grouped according to
three questions: (1) How did my students do? (2) What do they need to learn? And, (3) what tools
are on the Web? This report performs a summarization and analysis of the data and identifies
“class priorities.” In response to “How did my student do?” the teacher would see the overall
scores for all of her sixth-grade students grouped according to the New York State standards across
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four levels, ranging from Far Below Standards (Level 1) to Far Above Standards (Level 4), along
with the students’ scale score. On “What do they need to learn?” the teacher would see how her
students did in each standard on the Grade 5 test according to New York State’s key ideas. She
would also see her students as a group compared to all New York City students. In addition, she
would have an overview of class priorities, based on last year’s test results on the sub-skills. The
priorities are divided into three levels – need help with fundamentals, need additional instruction,
and likely to benefit from advanced work. These levels are calculated by Grow Network through a
complex algorithm comparing each student’s sub-skill results to the performance profile of all
Level 4 students on that skill, and so on, for each level.
In addition to the paper-based reports, the Grow Network website supports teachers’ analysis of
the information and instructional decision-making with two additional features. The online tools
contain instructional material that define each skill or standard and explain challenges for students in mastering this skill. The class priorities are also linked to resources for teachers and
administrators that suggest activities and teaching strategies to promote standards-based learning
in the classroom. “Flexible Groupings” of students, which group students by performance in each
standard into three categories of performance are also provided. Finally, the reports also link to
external resources approved by the New York City Department of Education.
The design underlying the Grow Reports® acknowledges that stakeholders across the school system
need different kinds of information, different cuts through and across data, and different levels of
focus because the kinds of decisions they make and the kinds of information they need vary considerably. In this respect the Reports are translating raw data into information for different audiences. While the teacher version focuses on students who are at various skill levels, so their
instructional needs can be addressed, the parent version reports on individual students and their
strengths and weaknesses, explaining the goals of the test, how their child performed, and what
parents can do to help their child in Reading and Math. The administrator version examines larger
units, including whole classes, grades, and schools, providing an overview of the school, and presenting grade, class, and student-level data. In important respects then, the Grow Reports® represent an ideal artifact through which to understand how interpretations vary depending upon one’s
position in the school system, and to investigate how the information that the Reports present
can serve as a bridge between assessment and instruction.
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RESEARCH DESIGN
To understand the ways in which data is thought about and used across multiple levels of the
school system and to further illuminate the strategies and practices that characterize data-driven
decision-making, we focused the research on three main questions:

1. How does a system-wide adoption of an assessment and instructional innovation unfold in a
large, complex urban school system?

2. What kinds of beliefs and understandings do educators have about data, and how do they view
its potential to inform teaching and learning?

3. What kinds of resources are needed to support educators in thinking about the relationships
among assessment data, instructional practice, and student learning?
Using a mixture of qualitative and quantitative methodologies, we structured the research into
three phases. Phase One focused on understanding the ways in which central office personnel,
along with district superintendents and their education teams, thought about using data to inform
decision-making. During Phase One, we conducted structured interviews with 47 educational leaders, including: central office stakeholders, superintendents, deputy superintendents, math coordinators, ELA coordinators, staff developers, district liaisons, technology coordinators, directors of
research and curriculum, and individuals who work with the United Federation of Teachers. We
also spoke with several people representing non-governmental organizations who are working
closely with the New York City schools on issues such as educational reform and professional
development.
During Phase Two we carried out ethnographic research in 15 schools across four school districts in
New York City that represented various neighborhoods, student populations, and overall performance levels. Each district identified four schools where we conducted 45 semi-structured and
open-ended interviews with principals, assistant principals, staff developers, and teachers. In
addition, we observed ten grade-wide meetings and/or professional development workshops. To
further explore the ways in which teachers think about using assessment information, we also
designed a structured interview protocol, using sample Grow Reports® as projectives. We conducted 31 projective interviews with teachers in the two “high-stakes” testing grades – fourth and
eighth - in New York City, as well as with a sample of sixth-grade teachers. The sample of the
upper grade teachers was equally divided between those who teach math and those who teach language arts. Phase Two of the research helped us to develop a deeper understanding of how classroom teachers think about using data in relation to their everyday practices.
Phase Three of the study involved the development and administration of two separate surveys
across the New York City public school system – one for teachers and one for administrators – and
further explored the hypotheses we developed in the previous two phases of work. The surveys
asked teachers and administrators about how they interpret data and conceptualize the use of the
Grow Reports® for instructional planning. We also inquired about the types of supports needed to
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fully leverage the use of data to improve instruction. The survey contained a number of items
drawn from a national, random sample survey study about teachers’ perceptions of the state-mandated testing program in their state (Pedulla et al., 2003). That study divided teachers according
to the level of consequences for students and teachers attached to test results. States were ranked
high, medium and low on each dimension. New York was categorized as “HH” – indicating that
there were high stakes for teachers and for students. Therefore, on items that we drew from the
national study, we compared New York City results (referred to as “Grow teachers” or the “Grow
sample”) to the national sample of teachers who also worked in “HH” states (referred to as
“national sample,” “national survey” or “high-stakes states teachers”). The national sample of
high-stakes teachers numbered 2,200 responses.
We disseminated more than 750 surveys to 17 schools across the city as well as sent an online survey sent to more than 1,400 teachers and administrators. We received 146 administrator responses
and 213 teacher responses from eight schools.2 We limited administrator responses to those who
use Grow yielding a final sample size of 137 administrator responses. With respect to the teacher
responses we restricted the database to language arts and mathematics teachers who taught
fourth-grade through eighth-grade students. Because these are the teachers who use the Grow
Reports®, this was done to improve reliability. Furthermore, the restriction of our data to a specific sub-population of respondents allows us to triangulate with the qualitative research we conducted which was also targeted on fourth through eighth grades. The final sample size of reported teacher responses is 96. We compared the experience and education levels of our teachers to
New York City teachers as a whole, based on data from the New York City Department of
Education’s 2001-2002 Annual Report Card (Barr, 2004)3.
TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF GROW SURVEY RESPONDENTS AND NEW YORK CITY TEACHERS ON YEARS TEACHING AND
MASTER’S DEGREE EARNED

Survey Respondents (N=96)

NYC Teachers (N=947)

% Teaching >5 years (mean)

51%

51.4%

% of Teachers with a Master’s Degree (mean)

71%

71.5%

The data suggest that despite the limited number of teachers who responded to the survey, they
appear to be very similar in terms of education and teaching experience to New York City’s overall
teaching population. Although by no means a representative sample of the City’s teaching population, we have confidence that with respect to these three demographic variables they are not a
dramatically different group.

2

We attribute the low response rate to a change in administrative priorities in the New York City public schools (see section
on “Conducting Research in a Climate of Change”).
3
The authors would like to thank the Institute for Education and Social Policy at New York University, Steinhardt School of
Education for their aid in tracking down this report.
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We also compared our teachers to National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) data (2002)
representing the national population of teachers, and our respondents differ from the national
population in the following aspects.

• The respondents are ethnically more diverse: 61.4% of Grow teachers are white compared to
87.3% nationally; 8.6% are African –American compared to 6.7% nationally; 19% are Hispanic
compared to 4.1% nationally; 2.9% are of Asian/Pacific Islands descent compared to 1.1%
nationally; and 2.9% are Native American compared to 0.7% nationally.

• The respondents are less experienced: 15% of the respondents have with less than three years’
experience compared to 12.9% of teachers nationally, and 51% of the sample have been teaching for 3-9 years compared with only 28.8% of teachers nationally.

• The respondents are more educated: 71% of the Grow using teachers have a Master’s degree
compared to 41.9% nationally.

Conducting Research in a Climate of Change
It is important to note that in the course of carrying out this research the New York City school
system underwent a complete reorganization and restructuring. Ultimate control over the school
system changed hands from the Board of Education to the Mayor. With a new Chancellor and
Deputy at the helm, the newly renamed Department of Education restructured the previous 32
school districts into 10 regions, overseen by a regional superintendent and deputy and led by a
cadre of local instructional superintendents. Each region encompasses between 100-120 schools
that now adhere to a uniform curriculum for language arts and mathematics at the elementary
level.
Our original intent—to observe how a tool designed to make the data interpretation process more
accessible to teachers and administrators impacts on decision-making at all levels of the NYC
school system—had to be altered somewhat during the course of this study. Not only did sweeping
administrative and instructional changes take place, the new leadership introduced another
accountability resource, supplied by The Princeton Review, that provided teachers and administrators with testing results based on assessments administered three times during the current academic year. While educators still had access to the Grow Reports®, many of the teachers and
administrators we spoke to were under the impression that their new priority was to work with
the Princeton Review resources.4 This was a challenging time, therefore, to observe and chart the
movement of an innovation through a system, since the system itself had changed dramatically.
Nevertheless, the data we collected can be interpreted to shed a good deal of useful light on datadriven decision making in K-12 schools. This report, therefore, pays attention to both the ideas

4
As of the writing of this report, the Grow Reports® are once again being embraced by the current administration and are
being used in schools throughout the city.
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and issues K-12 educators have about data-driven decision-making, in general, as well as the specific ways in which educators were making use of the Grow Reports®. As it turned out, Grow was
a good “conversation piece” for our interviews and surveys. It allowed us to focus both deeply on
the actual data produced with this tool and widely on why such innovations are needed and how
to make the best use of them.
This report is organized into three sections, which draw on the multiple sources of data we collected in the project. Educator Perspectives on High-Stakes Testing investigates teachers’ and
administrators’ attitudes toward high-stakes testing and the accountability pressures that surround, influence, and inform their work. Educator Perspectives on Assessment Practices examines
the kinds of assessment practices that teachers and administrators routinely engage in. And
Educator Perspectives on the Use of Grow examines the specific ways in which they discuss using
the Grow Reports®.
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EDUCATOR PERSPECTIVES ON HIGH-STAKES TESTING
Teachers’ Attitudes Towards High-Stakes Testing
While urban educators have faced accountability pressures for some time now, the implementation
of NCLB has ramped up these pressures and raised the profile of standardized testing in teaching
and learning to a more prominent role. Given the magnitude of these pressures, we sought to
examine as a component of this research educators’ attitudes toward standardized testing, their
perceptions of test pressure, and their feelings about the appropriate uses of standardized test
data. Drawing on the data from the survey and the interviews, we identified three themes: 1)
teachers’ attitudes toward standardized testing 2) teachers’ attitudes about the test as a measure
of students’ abilities, 3) teachers’ attitudes about the use of test results. We describe and discuss
each of these themes below.
Teachers’ Attitudes Toward Standardized Testing
No matter how teachers approach standardized testing, whether skeptically or acceptingly, they
felt, across the board, that part of their job is to prepare students to take the test. All of the
teachers we spoke with said they prepare their students for the test in some form or another. The
survey results confirm this finding. Ninety-five percent of the New York City teachers surveyed
reported that they engage in test preparation activities with their students, and only five percent
said that they “do not do any specific test preparation.”
Teachers cited the pressure to raise test scores and for students to do well as reasons for dedicating classroom time to test preparation activities. Three-quarters of Grow survey respondents
reported feeling test pressure from their principals (75%). The percentage was even higher among
teachers in the national survey (85%). A majority of teachers in both surveys reported that test
pressure restricted their teaching to likely test content. However, while 80% of national sample
reported feeling that they have little time to teach anything not on the test, only 58% of the
Grow sample said that the pressure precluded them from teaching other content.
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Figure 1. Percent of Grow teachers and the high-stakes national sample agreeing with the
following statements (Grow sample, N=96).
The state-mandated testing program leads some teachers
in my school to teach in ways that contradict their own
ideas of good educational practice.

75%
76%

Teachers at my school feel pressure from the principal to
raise scores on the state-mandated test.

76%
85%

There is so much pressure to achieve high test scores
on the state-mandated test that teachers at my school
have little time to teach anything NOT on the test.

58%
80%
0%

■ Grow Teachers

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60% 70%

80% 90%

■ High-Stakes National Sample

Note. The high-stakes national sample represents approximately 2,200 teacher responses.

The interviews helped to expand our understanding of how the accountability climate in which
teachers work affects them and their students. Teachers, of course, want their students to succeed,
and yet, the intense focus on students’ performance on high-stakes tests often makes teachers feel
like they are under the microscope. A Bronx middle school language arts teacher expressed this
sentiment when stating, “Yes, I feel pressure as a teacher, more because I want my students to do
well. I don’t want them to fall behind.” [TSC4]5 Reflecting on the test results, another sixthgrade language arts teacher from the same Bronx middle school in a separate interview questioned
his own teaching, “They bombed in this area that we worked so hard on! What does that say
about me?” [TSC2]
Many teachers shared that their students are aware of the importance of state-mandated tests and
feel the pressure as well. “The kids know that there is a lot riding on the test,” [TINT13] said a
fourth-grade teacher in Harlem. Hence, teachers feel responsible not only for preparing students to
take the test but also for helping students to manage any anxiety that they might feel. As a fifthgrade teacher in Canarsie commented, “[My students] do not want to fail. I think that they are
really nervous, I try to comfort them.” [TINT16] A fourth-grade teacher on Manhattan’s Upper
Westside explained the pressure on her students to score well on the state-mandated test so they
will be accepted into a good middle school. Even though she felt nine-year-old students are too
young to experience this kind of pressure, she had resolved that supporting them was part of her
job. “If I do not do everything in my power, then the students cannot compete,” she said. In the
same breath, however, this teacher lamented the weight given to a single point in the academic
year and students’ careers. “[The test] tells you how kids do for a moment in time, and that
moment counts for a lot. [Therefore] do as much [test prep] as you can because it counts for a lot.
It makes me sad.” [TINT19]

5

These codes represent internal references to interview data sets.
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Teachers’ Attitudes Toward The Test as a Measure of Students’ Abilities
Despite teachers’ acceptance of testing and their responsibility in terms of test preparation, they
voiced skepticism about the test’s educational merits and concern about its growing role in education. The majority of Grow and national study teachers questioned the test’s accuracy in measuring students’ academic abilities. Seventy-six percent of the national sample, and 72% of the Grow
sample agreed with the statement: “The state mandated test is not an accurate measure of what
my students know and can do.” Though more Grow teachers questioned the accuracy of the state
test than their national counterparts, more Grow teachers (26%) also agreed with the contrary
statement: “The state-mandated test is as accurate as a teacher’s judgment of what students know
and can do,” than the national sample of teachers (19%).
Figure 2. Percent of Grow teachers and the high-stakes national sample agreeing with the
following statements (Grow sample, N=96).
The state-mandated test is as accurate as a teacher’s
judgment of what students know and can do.

26%
19%

The state-mandated test is NOT an accurate measure of
what students know and can do.

72%
76%
0%

■ Grow Teachers
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30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

■ High-Stakes National Sample

To understand more fully teachers’ attitudes regarding testing, we probed in interviews teachers’
beliefs about the test’s reliability and validity. Since teachers used a wide variety of terms and
definitions when referring to these issues, we grouped them based on the following: statements
about student performance were categorized as reliability concerns and statements regarding the
test, test items, and the information covered by the test were categorized as validity concerns.
Most of the teachers touched on one or both of these concerns. Despite these reservations, the
majority of teachers said that they were generally not surprised by their class’ or individual student’s results, and when they were, it was typically only in a few, particular cases, as described by
a fourth-grade teacher in Harlem:
There weren’t that many discrepancies. I mean, usually they were where I thought they would
be. It’s been one or two people that I kind of thought would be a little higher or something,
but they scored poorly. It kind of brought into question, for a couple of kids, whether they
were bad test takers…Or [some] did better than I thought. [TSC24]
When teachers talked about reliability issues, they primarily spoke about the kind of “test taker” a
student was, or whether a student was having a “bad day,” which would affect their performance.
Several teachers also expressed concern that some students “test poorly” and would, consequently,
be placed in activities below their level, while other students “test well,” scoring higher than their
in-class understanding of concepts indicates and making them ineligible for the academic supports
needed to adequately master the material. A few educators pointed to examples of students who
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were so overtaken by stress when taking the test that they broke down in tears or even became
ill, obviously affecting their performance. Most teachers explained that when they doubted the
reliability of the data, they employed their own strategies to assess a student’s actual ability.
Teachers had a wider range of concerns regarding the test’s validity. Teachers voiced apprehension
about the test’s face validity, questioning whether the test measures the “life skills” that students
need to succeed. A fifth-grade teacher in Harlem understood the issue in the following way:
Now if you’re saying that the test is supposed to measure what that child could do given those
conditions, then the test obviously is reliable. It’s the same test going to everyone and it’s
valid. Everybody is being graded the same way. So be it. However, is that really the indicator
that we want to have to measure a student’s level of success and progress? [TINT12]
A few teachers questioned whether all of the test items were “culturally sensitive” to all students
or “developmentally appropriate.” A fourth-grade teacher in Harlem claimed that the state-mandated, fourth-grade test was “too high” for fourth-grade students, asking them to answer questions and demonstrate skills for which they are not yet developmentally prepared. However, a significant portion of the Grow teachers said that they believe that the tests are aligned not only to
the New York State Standards (86%) but also to what they teach in their classrooms (79%).
Teachers’ Attitudes About the Use of Test Results
With increasing pressure on teachers to not only raise test scores but also utilize test score data to
make instructional decisions, we chose to investigate teachers’ attitudes about the different ways
in which test data is used. In accordance with the view that accountability is one of their responsibilities, the Grow respondents were more comfortable than the national sample using standardized test data to hold students accountable. Ninety-eight percent of the Grow sample saw the use
of the data to identify students for remediation as appropriate, as compared to only 57% of the
national sample. The majority of the Grow teachers also considered it appropriate to use test data
to place students in Gifted and Talented programs (80%), to promote or retain students (72%), and
to group students by ability appropriate (84%), while national survey teachers were less comfortable using data for such placement (33%), promotion/retention (30%) and grouping (16%).
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Figure 3. Student Accountability Items: Percent of Grow teachers and the high-stakes
national sample who feel the test results are appropriate for evaluating students in the following ways (percent answering “moderately/very appropriate”) (Grow sample, N=96).
Group students by ability

84%
16%

Promote or retain students in grade level

72%
30%

Identify students for remediation
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57%

Place students in Gifted and Talented programs

80%
33%
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■ Grow Teachers
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■ High-Stakes National Sample

Overall, the majority of Grow and high-stakes states teachers are not comfortable using test data
to evaluate teacher and administrator performance; however, Grow teachers are slightly more comfortable than their national counterparts. While two-thirds of the national sample do not consider
standardized test results an appropriate way to evaluate teachers’ instruction, Grow teachers were
less dismissive, only 53% of Grow middle school teachers and 60% of Grow elementary school
teachers shared this view. Grow teachers were essentially split on the issue of whether the test
data can be used to hold schools accountable as only 49% of elementary teachers and 52% of middle school teachers agreed. Among the national sample, elementary teachers (60%) and middle
school teachers (56%) both felt that holding schools accountable was appropriate. Grow and
national sample teachers differed substantially on whether test data could be used to rank schools
publicly. Two-thirds of elementary school teachers and 60 percent of the middle school teachers in
the national sample felt that ranking schools publicly according to students’ scores is an appropriate use of the data, compared to one-third of the elementary school teachers and nearly half of
the middle school teachers in the Grow sample. The range of school settings captured in the
national sample could explain this difference. While the Grow sample draws upon one large urban
school system, the national sample includes schools in urban, suburban and rural settings. The
national sample’s diverse mix of schools no doubt captures data from high-performing suburban
school districts where rankings are an important part of maintaining the school’s high-achievement profile, and, therefore, a use of data that teachers are more accustomed to seeing.
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Table 2: Percent of Grow teachers and the high-stakes national sample who feel tests are
appropriate for evaluating educators and schools in the following ways (Grow sample,
N=96).
EVALUATE TEACHER OR ADMINISTRATOR PERFORMANCE

Appropriate

Inappropriate

Total

Grow elementary teachers

40

60

100

High-stakes elementary teachers

37

63

100

Grow middle school teachers

47

53

100

High-stakes middle school teachers

32

68

100

Appropriate

Inappropriate

Total

Grow elementary teachers

49

51

100

High-stakes elementary teachers

60

40

100

Grow middle school teachers

52

48

100

High-stakes middle school teachers

56

44

100

Appropriate

Inappropriate

Total

Grow elementary teachers

33

77

100

High-stakes elementary teachers

62

38

100

Grow middle school teachers

47

53

100

High-stakes middle school teachers

58

42

100

HOLD SCHOOLS ACCOUNTABLE

RANK SCHOOLS PUBLICLY

Administrators’ Attitudes Toward High-Stakes Testing
With its adoption becoming more widespread through NCLB, standardized testing is not only being
used to directly measure students’ academic progress but also to indirectly assess administrators’
leadership. Administrators now operate under intense pressures to either ensure that their schools
or districts make adequate yearly progress or face their own set of career-challenging consequences. Since these pressures are likely to remain a constant influence on their work, we sought
to investigate their attitudes toward high-stakes testing, their perceptions of the pressures, and
their perspectives on the appropriate uses of standardized test data. Based on data collected in
the survey and the interviews, we identified three themes (similar to ones identified with teachers): 1) administrators’ attitudes toward standardized testing 2) administrators’ attitudes about the
test as a measure of students’ abilities, and 3) administrators’ attitudes about the use of test
results. We describe and discuss each of these themes below, making note of compelling differences between teachers and administrators when they exist.
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Administrators’ Attitudes Toward Standardized Testing
As with the teachers, our research sought to understand administrators’ attitudes toward testing
and accountability. Similar to the teachers, administrators acknowledged that standardized tests
and accountability pressures are a constant part of education. As one principal at an elementary
school in Canarsie commented, “I like the test, and I like the idea of the test, but I don’t like the
amount of pressure on the test results” [SADINT19]. Across the board, administrators say that
accountability pressures have grown in popularity and are changing the ways in which they think
about school performance.
At an elementary school on the Upper West Side of Manhattan, the principal remarked, “This year
there is a greater emphasis on the culture of testing and data. This year is different. Everywhere
you look, there’s testing” [SADINT1]. As part of this “culture of testing and data” she gave each
teacher a black binder in which they were asked to keep assessments and data regarding the academic performance of each student. The principal acknowledged that there are pros and cons to a
focus on high-stakes testing: “What’s good about it? You know more about the test. What’s bad
about it? You are teaching to the test” [SADINT1].
Another principal in a Harlem elementary school, commented that the tests help focus teaching
and learning: “It forces my teachers to focus on what needs to be done within a time frame. If
you don’t know where you are going, then how are you going to get there?” [SADINT5].
Statements such as these underscore the degree to which testing has become an integral part of
administrators’ everyday worlds.
Building-level administrators acknowledged that testing holds everyone accountable and test data
is the lens through which educators at every level of the system are judged, as one principal in a
Harlem elementary school explained:
I do say to the teachers that this is also my basis for evaluating the success of their instructional program. And I do say that my superintendent also looks at data. When I sit with her I
am also evaluated. There is a review. I have goals I have given her. My goals are to get ninety
percent of my kids both in reading and math to meet those standards, and I’ve written that in
black and white and that’s the basis that I am [evaluated] on. The pressure is on you. It’s on
me too. [SADINT7]
Thus, from the perspective of New York City administrators, everyone – students, teachers, and
administrators – is being held accountable to the same test outcomes.
Administrators’ Perceptions of the Test as a Measure of Students’ Abilities
Although testing is a reality they must live with, administrators, like teachers, have some reservations about what the tests are measuring. One principal in a Harlem middle school observed that
tests “are a reality that you can’t get away from. It’s nerve racking. Some teachers have great
classroom environments, and that’s not shown on a test” [SADINT4].
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Administrators questioned the validity and reliability of the test in their responses to the survey;
close to two-thirds (64%) of administrators do not consider the test as accurate as a teachers’
judgment of what students know and can do. For the most part, however, administrators were
divided over most issues related to state-mandated tests. Administrators split over whether or not
the state-mandated test were an accurate measure of what students know, a little under half
(49%) of administrators perceived the state-mandated test as not being an accurate measure of
what students know and can do. Close to half (48%) of administrators felt that test pressure narrowed the scope of the curriculum. Fifty-seven percent of administrators went so far as to report
that the tests encouraged teachers to teach in ways that contradict their practice.
Despite this ambivalence about the test’s effect on curriculum scope and teaching practice, administrators did feel that the state-mandated test is aligned to what teachers teach in the classroom
(74%). Administrators also widely acknowledged that they place pressure on the teachers to raise
test scores – 86% agreed that teachers in their building felt pressured. Interestingly, this percentage was larger than the percentage of teachers (76%) who acknowledged this same pressure. We
can only speculate that the difference reflects the teachers’ immersion in the day-to-day activities
of classroom instruction, which may provide some insulation from the test pressure felt on an
administrative level every day.
Figure 4: Percent of Grow administrators agreeing with the following statements (N=137).
There is so much pressure to achieve high test
scores on the state-mandated tests that teachers
at my school have little time to teach anything NOT
on the test.

48%

The state-mandated test is aligned to what I believe
teachers should be teaching

74%

Educators at my school feel pressure from the principal
to raise scores on the state-mandated test.

86%

The state-mandated testing program leads some
teachers in my school to teach in ways that
contradict their own ideas of good educational practice

57%
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Administrators’ Perceptions about the Use of the Test Results
Administrators were more circumspect than teachers about using the results for making decisions
about how to track students academically as slightly smaller majorities of administrators supported
all but one use of test results (promoting and retaining). Ninety percent of administrators feel test
results are appropriate for identifying students for remediation and 65% agree with its use for
identifying gifted students. Close to three-quarters (74%) of administrators are comfortable with
the use of test data for ability grouping. Nearly three-quarters of administrators (73%) also feel
that testing data can be used for purposes of promoting or retaining students.
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Figure 5. Percent of Grow administrators who feel the test results are appropriate for evaluating students in the following ways (combined percent answering “moderately/very appropriate”) (N=137).
Administrators split on whether or not the tests are an acceptable way to judge teachers or adminPlace students in Gifted and Talented programs

65%

Identify students for remediation

90%

Promote or retain students in grade level

72%

Group students by ability

74%
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istrators with less than half (47%) of administrators believing they are acceptable. They also split
on school accountability with 55% of administrators considering this appropriate. Nearly twothirds of administrators were uncomfortable with publicly ranking schools by test results as only
35% considered this an appropriate activity.
Figure 6. Percent of Grow administrators who feel the test results are appropriate for evaluating educators and schools in the following ways (combined percent answering “moderately/very appropriate”) (N=137).
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EDUCATOR PERSPECTIVES ON ASSESSMENT
PRACTICES
Teacher Classroom Assessment Practices
To further situate the research about Grow, we sought to understand the strategies teachers use to
assess what their students know and can do, and how they use the results to inform their classroom practice. We also wanted to understand whether the accountability pressures they feel influence classroom practice. We further explored issues of test-preparation and instructional strategies
that related to accountability. Sections of the interviews, scenarios and surveys, therefore, focused
on how teachers know their students, what they do with that knowledge, and how they handle
assessment in a high-stakes environment. We used a broad definition of assessment to refer to all
teacher or student activities that seek to provide information that can be used as feedback to
modify teaching and learning activities (Black, 1998). We also distinguished between classroom
assessments, which are teacher-initiated, and those external assessments provided or mandated by
a district, state, or external agency.
Using multiple classroom assessment strategies
All of the teachers reported using multiple assessment strategies: 77% “always” or “often” use
multiple strategies to assess their students’ learning of a single topic or unit, while 23% “sometimes” use multiple assessments. These results mirror findings from the interviews, during which,
approximately three-quarters of the teachers interviewed discussed using multiple assessment
strategies, while a quarter discussed using only formal assessments.
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Figure 7. Frequency with which teachers use multiple measures to assess student learning
of a unit or topic (N=95).
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The substantive issue around classroom assessment, however, is not frequency of use but how teachers
utilize this information. An early review of the literature on assessment (Black 1998) indicates that
even though teachers may assess students frequently, they do not always use the results to support
learning. The interview responses provide a fuller understanding of both which types of assessments
teachers are using in New York and how they are relating classroom assessments to addressing students’ learning needs. In the interviews, teachers were asked how they assessed student progress
throughout the year and which assessment strategies they use to verify student’s test results. In analyzing the interviews we distinguished between those teachers who only discussed using formal
assessments, whether teacher made or commercially produced, and those teachers who discussed using
a broad range of both formal and informal assessment strategies.
Only a handful of teacher said that they rely solely on formal assessments. The experience of one
fifth-grade teacher in Harlem illustrates this approach. She uses a structured assessment that
mimics the standardized tests. “After we do our novels, I make up my own test,” she said. “I do
multiple choice simply because I want them to get used to multiple choice sections because that’s
what the tests do, and, I time them.” [TINT12] The majority of teachers that we spoke with, however, use multiple assessment strategies to monitor their students’ current knowledge and abilities.
Overall, these teachers discussed using assessments linked generally to their teaching, either in
terms of identifying students’ needs or progress. According to these teachers, mixing various
assessment strategies provides a fuller picture of student understanding and learning than the
snapshot provided by relying solely on external assessments.
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I use a lot of kinds - from quantitative assessments like multiple-choice questions to writing
[…] For the standardized tests, I use the same rubrics on the test and grade them from 1-6
and that’s basically it. The most valuable to me is the open-ended writing. You can really see
their thinking and where they need the most help, where they’re lacking in skills.
Eighth-grade language arts teacher in Bronx [TINT2]
I do a combination of project-based learning and other types of authentic assessments where
they do experiments…working together in groups to create something, as well as doing multiple choice and long and short responses based on reading time… I do a great deal of assessment, ongoing, on a daily basis. So there’s a number of different assignments that I do during
the day that gives you a good idea of how students progress over time, both as an independent
student and as a cooperative student.
Fourth-grade teacher in Harlem [TINT13]
After reviewing the wide variety of assessment strategies that teachers identified during the interviews, we grouped them into the following categories:

• Open-ended performance tasks, including student writing samples, projects, presentations,
experiments and portfolios

• Observation-based assessments, including classroom participation, student discussions and read
alouds

• Formal (structured) assessments, including teacher-made quizzes and tests
• Interviews and teacher-student interactions, including one-on-one conferences and questioning
strategies

• External assessments, including simulations, end-of-chapter tests and commercially-packaged
exams
All of the major forms of classroom assessment mentioned in the literature were covered by this
group of interviewed teachers (Shepard, 2000). Many of these assessments were designed and
implemented by the teachers, who then collected and analyzed the data.
Instructional Practice in a High-Stakes Context
While most teachers employ a variety of classroom assessments to gauge their students learning,
they all recognized that one assessment—the state test—holds greater weight and influence than
the other assessments. In interviews and survey responses, they expressed concern about the
accountability environment’s impact on instruction. A sixth-grade teacher in Harlem stated, “You
really do start teaching to the test. You try to teach them [the students] those life skills but you
do begin to focus on the test.” Another eighth-grade language arts teacher in the Bronx commented:
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The most the [data] will tell you is that the state test, the standardized test and multiple
choice questions are not very valuable in the long run but every school, on the other hand, is
basically evaluated and graded by those tests, so it seems like the only thing you are doing is
just preparing them for this isolated test to make your school look good, which is a shame
because it’s not really a very good assessment of the kids’ skills and abilities. [TINT2]
Another teacher who works in an elementary school only recently removed from the Schools Under
Registration Review (SURR) list, where the pressure to raise test scores pervades, remarked, “It
[teaching] is not what I envisioned. I thought they [the students] would be learning to know
rather than to take the test” [TINT15].
Three quarters of both the national sample and the New York City teachers reported feeling that
the tests lead them to teach in ways that contradict their own ideas of good teaching (75% and
76%). In the interviews, several teachers highlighted the challenges in balancing test preparation
with the curriculum. Approximately three-quarters of the teachers in both samples said that the
test results have an actual influence on their teaching on more than a monthly basis, with 38% of
the national sample and 25% of the Grow sample saying that the test affects their teaching on a
daily basis.
Figure 8. Frequency with which teachers feel test results influence their teaching (Grow
sample, N=93).
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Both studies surveyed teachers on how and when they prepare their students for the test. The
items about the length of time dedicated to preparing for the test are not fully comparable, since
the national study did not offer the option of “three months prior to the test.”6 However, if we
combine the last two categories (“throughout three months” and “throughout year”), the two
6
The “Three months prior” category was added to the Grow Survey because New York City begins testing in January – which
only five months into the school year, and many teacher stop explicit test preparation after the tests.
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populations are similar in the amount of time they dedicate to explicit test preparation – 66% of
the Grow sample engaged in test prep with their students for three months or throughout the
year, while 70% of the national sample engaged in test prep throughout the year.
Figure 9. Amount of time Grow teachers and the high-stakes national sample engage in
explicit test preparation (Grow sample, N=96).
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* “Throughout three months” category was not a category box available to high-stakes national sample

The Grow teachers use a wider range of methods to prepare their students for the state-mandated
test. Of the five methods offered, more than 90% of the Grow respondents used all of them.
Notably, 97% of the Grow respondents use commercially prepared test preparation materials, compared to 63% of the national sample of teachers. It is important to consider that some of these
strategies (like the use of simulation tests) are the result of district decisions and are not under a
teacher’s control.
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Figure 10. Percent of Grow teachers and the high-stakes national sample who use the following methods to prepare students for the test (Grow sample, N=96).
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From the interviews, we expanded our understanding of what “test prep” means and how it varies
from classroom to classroom, school to school, and even, district to district. Some teachers give
their students weekly quizzes with timed reading and writing sections and math problems; others
on a daily basis assign their students skill-based activities found in commercially published test
preparation booklets. At some schools, the most struggling students – students below the proficient level – attend after-school classes, which focus on remediation and test prep activities; at
other schools, administrators encourage teachers to provide individualized instruction to students
who have been identified as those on the cusp of achieving proficiency, with the hope that they
will move up.
Perceived utility of the assessments
To gain a full picture of how teachers prioritize between different assessment strategies, we surveyed teachers about the utility and the value of a variety of classroom assessments. Overall, the
teachers felt that teacher-made assessments and strategies were more useful than the external
assessments. For example, 65% percent of respondents felt that authentic assessments, teachermade quizzes, and classroom participation were very useful strategies, while 35% and 31%, respectively, felt that diagnostic tests and published exams were very useful assessment strategies. The
respondents indicated a preference for assessment strategies like classroom participation because
they offer students multiple ways to communicate what they are learning and doing.
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Figure 11. Grow teachers’ perceptions of the usefulness of specific classroom-based assessment strategies (Grow sample, N=96).
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Figure 12. Grow teachers’ perceptions of the usefulness of external assessment strategies
(Grow sample, N=96).
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The teachers were not asked to rank assessment strategies during the interviews; however, several
teachers said that they appreciated open-ended and observational assessments, through which
they could hear their students grappling with concepts and ideas as well as see them putting skills
into practice. The following comment exemplifies what teachers find valuable about these types of
assessment strategies:
If they can explain it, you know they understand it. Also, I watch them pair up with somebody. If they can show someone else, then you know that they understood.
Sixth-grade teacher in Harlem [TINT14]
The teachers we interviewed factored many different kinds of data and assessments into making
instructional decisions. They expressed the need to monitor different aspects of student development and learning, not all of which could be measured or evaluated with a single assessment.
This is why many used other assessment strategies. They spoke clearly on the relative importance,
as well as the limited meaning, of standardized test results in assessing their students’ progress.
They often pointed out concerns that standardized tests measure one point in time and one set of
items. As educators, they said they felt it necessary to consider multiple aspects, from personal
and social development to intellectual and academic growth. As one teacher made clear, they have
many sources of data, but they also need to consider the child who is in their classroom every day.
If you are an experienced teacher you know that you cannot take this data and pigeonhole
your children […] So I would look at Grow and look at Gary. As a teacher I have my curriculum, I have my Grow chart, I have Gary’s report card and his student profile sheet. I have all
of this and I have Gary. Most importantly I have Gary.
Fifth-grade teacher on the Upper Westside [TSC14]

Administrators’ Assessment Perspective
Administration support for classroom assessment
To broaden our perspective on classroom assessment in a high-stakes setting, we also sought to
understand how administrators perceived and supported classroom assessment practices. We asked
building level administrators during our interviews about their views on classroom assessments.
Because they tended to look more broadly across their entire school system rather than at the
classroom level, our conversations did not focus as much on classroom assessment practices: however, these discussions did yield useful insights into how administrators approach this subject. A
principal on the Upper Westside remarked that there was a greater emphasis on “the culture of
testing” this year. In relation to teachers using test data, she commented that many of her teachers were “not sure they wanted to go there, but they realize they have to,” even though they
resisted a school culture driven by a test “that happens once a year” [SADINT1].
The administrators clearly felt pressure to improve test scores and most of their interviews focused
on how they support teachers’ testing needs and how the growing accountability culture has influenced their schools and their own decisions.
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A Deputy Superintendent commented that his district uses the data to pressure principals to help
the whole district meet accountability demands, an approach that requires principals to target students near the proficiency level with extra resources and supports. Though the district has shown
substantial short-term gains in math scores, the superintendent suggests that deeper improvement
will require a “mutual commitment” between principals and district leaders focused on wide-scale
reform.
While the state test certainly commanded much of their attention, administrators, like teachers,
largely expressed a desire to assess student progress from different angles in an ongoing fashion.
Three-quarters of administrators spoke about encouraging their teachers to continually assess their
students using multiple approaches. Only one-quarter spoke about using formal assessments,
exclusively. A middle school principal in the Bronx commented, “I want teachers to look at assessment as ongoing, not as summative, but to embrace assessment […] It doesn’t make sense for
someone to wait six weeks or even one week to find out that a child has an issue” [SADINT15]. All
of the administrators interviewed were concerned about monitoring student progress. The few
administrators who didn’t discuss using multiple assessment strategies did require that student
progress be assessed throughout the year, albeit using formal assessments. One elementary school
principal explained that teachers give monthly review tests, bi-weekly simulations and a diagnostic test twice a year.
Test preparation
Administrators were asked how long before the test did their school require teachers to engage in
explicit test preparation. Fifty-eight percent of administrators indicated that they require teachers
in their school to do test preparation activities with their students throughout the entire school
year. The administrators’ willingness to weave test preparation into the school year contrasts with
the teachers’ overall reluctance to do so. Only 41% of teachers supported integrating explicit test
preparation throughout the entire year.
Figure 13. Amount of time that Grow administrators encourage their teachers to engage in
explicit test preparation (N=135).
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Despite encouraging teachers to use multiple assessments, a significant majority (91%) of the
administrators surveyed reported that, in order to prepare students for the test, they encourage
teachers to “teach the students test-taking skills.” The interview data further elucidates this survey finding. It suggests that test preparation included teaching students how to take the test,
how to become a good test taker, and what type of information is on the test – skills that could
be taught throughout the school year. As an assistant principal in a Bronx elementary school
explained: “How to take the test is another ball game. It’s not just about question and answer
because a student needs the knowledge to be a good thinker,” then come the rules of test prep
(i.e. introducing a child to test format (filling in bubbles), the process of elimination, reading
directions). She says that being a “test taker is different from learning and knowledge. You need
stamina for reading and focus, conceptual sense” [SADINT8].
Likewise, a staff developer from a Bronx elementary school explained her view of test preparation
as helping students succeed:
I have to do a lot of traditional test prep, which the district doesn’t offer … so we do that inhouse. But I think that’s one of the reasons that we’ve done what we have…We need to do test
prep and it’s built in –the literacy people, the math people, we do test preparation...we built
that into the program so that ... for the last two months, part of every session is a test taking
strategy of some sort. Because that’s the only way to succeed. And my feeling is that until they
line up the assessment with the instruction- There’ll always be that. Because if you wanted
them to do well on tests, you did the practical aspect, is you must do test preparation.
[SADINT10]
The interviews with the staff developers, in particular, opened a window into how the school
administration reacts to accountability demands and teachers’ testing needs. In their descriptions
of their duties, staff developers generally identified two central tasks that relate to the tests: providing teachers with support for tested skills and working directly with students in pull-out sessions. One staff developer commented that her role is “to raise the scores, boost the math scores.”
A math staff developer in the Bronx reported how the test calendar divides her work with the ELA
coach: “Before February, everything is reading, and then I go in for the math between February
and May. We have little groups and direct instruction” [SADINT10]. Later in her interview, she
commented on how she felt accountability demands required certain sacrifices:
“Yeah, some [students] will be left behind, but hopefully they’ll catch up and be pulled forward, you know, teachers can’t worry about making it individualized. It’s not practical with a
group of 32 to 33 kids and you have a test to take. You have to cover the material”
[SADINT10].
Her school had recently become one of the top scoring schools in her district.
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EDUCATOR PERSPECTIVES ON THE USE OF GROW
Teachers’ Reported Uses of Grow Reports
During the qualitative phase of the research, we interviewed educators at every level of the New
York school system as well as observed grade-wide meetings and professional development sessions
offered by schools, districts, the Grow Network, and other external organizations. We spent a considerable amount of time talking with classroom teachers about their use of data in classroom
decision-making and more specifically, their use of the Grow Reports®. Later, we developed a survey—based on much of what we learned through these conversations and observations—to validate our findings with a larger sample. In this section, we report on what the teachers and administrators told us about how they use the Grow Reports® in their schools and classroom.
In October, all elementary and math and language arts teachers in grades four through nine
received the paper version of the Grow Reports® as well as a password for the extended online version. The Grow Reports® provide each teacher with his or her current students’ standardized test
results from the previous year. The test results are broken down into to the level of the skill tested for each student. The online version also supports teachers’ analysis of the information with a
few additional features: access to explanations of standards, access to instructional materials, individual student reports, and “Flexible Groupings” of students, which group students by performance
in each standard into three categories of performance. The online reports contain hotlinks to
material that defines each skill or standard and explains challenges students face when mastering
this skill. The class priorities lists and the explanations of the tested concepts are also hotlinked
to instructional materials and resources for teachers and administrators and to external resources
approved by the New York City Department of Education.
Throughout the survey and in the interviews, teachers across New York City reported using the
Grow Reports® in various ways to meet their overall classes’ as well as their diverse students’ academic needs. Grow-using teachers discussed making decisions within the context of certain areas
of their instructional practice. We grouped those ‘areas of instructional practice’ into the following
five categories: (1) targeting instruction, with decisions about class priorities, yearlong pacing
calendars, and weekly lesson plans; (2) meeting the needs of diverse learners, seen in strategies such as grouping, creating Individualized Education Plans (IEPs), and giving individualized
assignments and materials appropriate to the students’ levels; (3) supporting conversations with
parents, students, fellow teachers and administrators about students’ learning; (4) shaping teachers’ professional development by reflecting on their own practice; and , (5) encouraging selfdirected learning by giving the data to students.
Before exploring teachers’ uses of the Grow Reports® more deeply, we want to mention two basic findings
about using Grow. First, during the interviews, we learned that teachers found the reports clear and
comprehensible. All of the teachers understood the basic aspects of the reports—the students’ scores
and the New York State performance levels. Teachers reported that the Grow Network, as a company,
was very responsive to suggestions from them about improving the Reports.
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Second, with respect to frequency, we found that about 40% of teachers used the Grow Reports®
monthly, while a little less than one-third of the teachers reported using the Reports three to six
times throughout the year.
Figure 14. Teachers’ reported frequency of using the Grow Report in 2003 (N=92).
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Meeting the Needs of Diverse Learners
Noting that the Grow Reports® provided them with more information about students than what
they had access to previously, teachers said that they looked at the data mostly to know “where
their students are.” In the interviews, teachers commonly understood the test results in relative
terms of their students’ strengths and weaknesses. The survey results support the interview data
as most respondents (91%) reported using the Grow Reports® to determine class-wide strengths
and weaknesses. Several teachers noted that they rely on the data more at the beginning of the
year when they don’t know their class or students as well. A fifth-grade teacher in the Bronx said,
“In the beginning of the year, before I really know the kids well, [Grow] is a good sort of first idea
of what I’m dealing with and what their needs are” [TINT5].
Identifying strengths and weakness helps teachers to address long-range planning. When asked
how they use the Grow Reports®, several teachers responded that they use the data when deciding
where to target their instruction. These included activities such as setting class priorities and/or
creating a more extensive yearlong pacing calendar as well as when planning mini-lessons to
review and reinforce certain concepts or skills.
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Table 3: Using the Grow Reports™ to target instruction I use the Grow Reports™ to… (N=96)
(includes “sometimes,” “often,” and “always” responses)

Response

%

Identify class-wide strengths and weaknesses (n=92)

91

Set priorities about what to teach (n=94)

89

Plan test preparation activities (n=92)

79

Make decisions about grouping (n=94)

77

Do lesson planning (n=91)

76

Learn more about the NYC standards and tested topics (n=90)

73

Decide when to teach mini-lessons (n=92)

71

Create homework assignments (n=90)

66

Make year-long pacing calendars (n=90)

51

Teachers at both the elementary and middle school levels explained that by looking at the Grow
Reports®, they can see in which areas their overall class and individual students scored high and
in which they scored low, and then can tune their instruction accordingly. Many teachers use the
information to focus more intensely on, or include more practice in, the areas where students
scored low. For example, one teacher explained that when looking at the reports, she asks herself,
“Where is my class lacking?” and then, once identifying those skills, she searches for ways to
thread those skills throughout her instructional program. Another teacher stated that she doesn’t
rely solely on the Grow data to inform her instruction. “I spiral,” she reflected. “If they know
something I will make it a homework assignment to see how much they remember and if I need to
review or re-teach. I will spiral topics throughout the whole year” [TINT17].
Conversely, some teachers shift instruction time away from areas where students scored well. For
example, one first year sixth-grade math teacher in the Bronx said that she likes the Grow
Reports® because once she learns from the data where her students have performed well, she doesn’t have to “teach what they are stronger in” [TSC3]. But teachers did not rely solely on the test
results. Several teachers said that certain concepts or skills were more difficult for students to
master, so they would incorporate them into larger units or create focused mini-lessons for constant reinforcement.
The survey results supported what we learned in the interviews and give a larger picture of how
widely used the Grow Reports® are for certain types of decisions. On the survey, 89% of Grow
users reported using the resource to “set priorities about what they teach.” A majority of Grow
users also responded that they use the Reports to inform decisions when planning lessons (76%)
and when deciding upon mini-lessons (71%). A little more than half of the teachers reported that
they used Grow data when creating yearlong pacing plans (51%).
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In addition to using the Grow Reports® for guidance in classroom instruction, many teachers also
reported using the Reports to meet the needs of individual students, especially those who are
struggling. By knowing an individual student’s strengths and weaknesses, teachers claimed that
they could better plan instruction specifically tailored to address student needs. By adding modifications to lesson plans, teachers said they could attempt to address the needs of both the low and
high performers within a class—in other words, differentiate instruction. Teachers mentioned
strategies such as grouping, creating Individualized Education Plans (IEPs), and giving individualized assignments and materials appropriate to students’ levels. The survey responses supported
these observations as 89% of teachers reported using Grow to differentiate instruction. Most
teachers we spoke with felt that having timely data that showed individual student performances
helped support their decisions to differentiate instruction according to individual students’ needs.
Teachers reported utilizing several different strategies to differentiate instruction, such as teaching using small leveled groups, assigning differentiated class work or homework corresponding to
students’ needs, constructing peer-tutoring situations consisting of a low performing and a high
performing student working together, and/or tutoring students one-on-one.
Table 4: Using the Grow Reports™ to support diverse learners I use the Grow Reports™ to… (N=96)
(includes “sometimes,” “often,” and “always” responses)

Response

%

Identify low performing students for additional resources (n=92)

90

Differentiate instruction (n=95)

89

Identify high performing students for additional resources (n=92)

83

Organize groups by ability (n=94)

81

Make decisions about grouping (n=94)

77

Identify peer tutors/teacher helpers (n=92)

71

One group of learners who often figured prominently in teachers’ interviews were the students who
had scored just above or below the edge of proficiency (the top of the range for Level 2 or at the
bottom of Level 3). This population was often called the “bubble kids” because of their statistical
location in a bubble of scores near the cut off. Because the probability of moving these students
is much higher, some teachers and administrators reported targeting them for extra resources, such
as pull-outs, after-school, and special programs, in an effort “to move” them up a level or ensure
that they do not slide down a level. The format of the Grow Reports® made identifying these students very easy. A first year seventh-grade language arts teacher in the Harlem said, “The difference is very important. The 615 [score level] could easily be at the next level. To get the kids’
scores to move it’s a discipline issue. If there were less disruptions in the classroom, the kids who
are right at the cut offs would be able to learn what they need.” [TSC9] Other teachers handled
these students differently. A fifth-grade teacher in Harlem said:
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I’d probably put him in the higher group even if he placed below them so he’d be around those
kids and give the extra push. So work a little bit above his level because he could probably
handle it. A lot of what’s done is just for a change of instruction so in other words give him
what the higher kids are doing. [TSC25]
In the interviews teachers described using the Grow Reports® to support grouping by identifying
where students performed relative to one another. Teachers could use the data either to group
students who were performing similarly together in homogeneous groups or to group students performing at different levels together in heterogeneous groups. Grouping strategies can take on
many different forms. For instance, teachers said that while there are some times when they will
group students according to their ability levels, as when creating homogeneous groups, at other
times, they will create groups based on criteria such as behavior, interest, or motivation levels.
Some teachers said that they vary their grouping strategies frequently, sometimes even having
students self-select their own group. Grow’s “Flexible Grouping” feature allows teachers to create
groups of students to suit all of these different grouping strategies.
Figure 15. Frequency with which teachers engage students in small group work or re-group
students (N=96).
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When asked on the survey if they used Grow for grouping, 81% of teachers reported using the
Grow Reports® when making decisions about grouping. We also surveyed the teachers on specific
grouping strategies. The most common strategies were ability grouping, heterogeneous ability
grouping being the most common with 92% of teachers reporting using this strategy (50% “often”
use this strategy; 42% “sometimes” do). Homogeneous ability grouping was also commonly used
with 83% of teachers reporting using this strategy. Random grouping and student self-selection
were less common with only 66% and 62% of teachers, respectively, reporting using these strategies.
Figure 16. Frequency of teachers’ use of grouping strategies with students (N=96).
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A few teachers we interviewed said that having access to data on how students performed on specified skills encouraged them to create small groups to target certain skills. A fourth-grade teacher
in the Bronx described the benefit, stating, “The good thing about the Grow Reports® is that
everything is broken down, so you can have four different groups working on four different things
at the same time” [TINT7]. An eighth-grade language arts teacher in the Bronx explained one of
his practices:
If most of the kids in the class need help with figurative language, you do a whole class lesson, and then you take the kids who need the most help and do a small group session with
them while the class is doing independent work. It doesn’t always work that way because if
the class is a ‘crazy’ class, then you can’t really do small group instruction. [TINT2]
However, even though teachers reported that they could use the Grow data when making decisions
about grouping, many were careful to note that the Grow data was one “small piece” that they
considered in conjunction with other forms of data collected from a wide array of assessments,
including observations, in-class assignments, daily quizzes, unit pre and post tests, just to name a
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few. Moreover, teachers added that the data on the Grow Reports® has “declining value” as the
year progresses, in part because students take the exam roughly six months before the reports are
distributed. According to a first year, seventh-grade math teacher in Harlem, “The more time that
goes by before you get it, the less value it has” [TINT11]. Elementary school teachers, especially,
noted that their students change so much throughout the year that they must base their decisions
about grouping and re-grouping on ongoing assessment. “If they progress, you take them out and
move them into a different group,” said a fifth-grade teacher in the Bronx [TINT7].
In addition to grouping, teachers reported another way to target instruction on students’ strength
and weaknesses was by providing students with a multitude of materials and manipulatives to create multiple entry points into the content. A fourth-grade teacher in Harlem remarked, “We have a
number of different materials in different lengths, of different subject matter, so it’s cross content
plus curriculum that enables them to have exposure and success in various different activities”
[TINT13]. Teachers agreed that when selecting or modifying instructional materials or assignments,
it is beneficial to know where students are in terms of the standards and skills. Some said they
differentiate instruction by giving certain students modified in-class and/or homework assignments, which correspond to their ability levels. Sixty percent of the survey respondents who identified as Grow users said that they use the Reports when creating homework assignments. In interviews, some teachers also said they use entirely different textbooks or supplementary materials to
work with different students. For example, one teacher used information found in the Grow
Reports® to create various different math homework calendars, which would target students’ specific strengths and weaknesses.
Peer Tutoring
Teachers also differentiated instruction by creating peer-tutoring situations—where a high-performing student works with a low-performing student—in their classrooms. One sixth-grade
teacher in Harlem described how she utilized peer tutoring:
Like for writing, we are doing a research project. Some kids are excelling. They have already
done the outline and are ready to go on. Other kids don’t know what to do with the outline,
so I pair them – the strong and the weak to help each other. [TINT14]
In addition, some teachers spoke about how they work one-on-one with students, especially with
those students who need extra support, whenever they can.
Supporting Conversations
The Grow Reports® also helped bridge discussions about student learning. Most of the teachers we
spoke with talked about using the Grow Reports® in conversations with teachers, parents, administrators, and students. They found the Grow Reports® were a good starting point for conversations
as well as something “concrete” to show parents, administrators, other teachers, or the students
themselves when discussing where the class or the student was in terms of his or her learning and
where he or she needs to go. One sixth-grade teacher in Harlem said:
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I explain the Grow Reports® to the kids and to their parents. I point out where they are weak
and encourage them to focus on that skill. Some kids get nervous about it, but kids handle it
well. Kids take the initiative and some kids take the textbook home and will do extra problems
in areas where they need help. Some parents put the Grow Reports® up on the fridge. [TINT12]
The responses on the survey show a similar pattern of use. Sixty-two percent of teachers reported
using Grow as the basis of conferences with parents, 52% with students, 47% with other teachers,
and 38% with administrators and/or staff developers.
Table 5: Percentage of Teachers using Grow Reports™ as a basis for conferencing with…(N=96)
Response

%

Parents

62

Students

52

Other Teachers

47

Administrators and/or staff developers (“coaches”)
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Shaping Professional Development
Several teachers said that when analyzing the Grow Reports® and identifying their classes’
strengths and weaknesses, they took an opportunity to reflect upon their own teaching practice.
Three quarters of the Grow users who completed the survey (77%) reported that they use the Grow
Reports® to reflect upon the effectiveness of their own instruction. Teachers explained that seeing, for example, that the majority students scored low on a skill, such as cause and effect, would
cause them to reflect upon how they taught that specific skill. Some teachers reported that by
looking at the Reports they realized that they weren’t even teaching some of the standards and
skills on which the students were tested. Specifically, many teachers told us that they became
aware that they were not explicitly teaching their students the concept of author’s purpose, one of
the fourth-grade English language arts standard concepts. Furthermore, several new teachers, having taught for three years or less, said that they referred to the Grow Reports® to learn more
about what to teach. A fourth-grade teacher in Harlem remarked, “[Grow] motivated me to go and
research it on my own. I printed out all of the skills for ELA and math. I wanted to know which
skills the students needed to know” [TINT15].
Table 6: Using the Grow Reports™ to support professional development decisions I use the Grow Reports™ to…
(N=96) (includes “sometimes,” “often,” and “always” responses)
Response

%

Reflect upon my own teaching (n=92)

77

Learn more about the NYC standards and tested topics (n=90)

73
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Supporting Self-Directed Learning
Another interesting use that emerged during the fieldwork was the dissemination of the data to
students as a way to encourage them to take ownership of their own learning. Since the Grow
Network creates a parent report, many teachers spoke about giving Grow Reports® to the students
to take home to their parents. A small but sizeable group of teachers talked about sharing the
Reports (or the data from the reports) with their students so that students were not only aware of
their performances on the test but were also encouraged to take responsibility in terms of their
own academic progress.
While all of these teachers hoped that sharing individual data with their students would help
them to take ownership over their own academic performance and learning, the ways by which
teachers did so varied. One school provided binders for each student to keep his or her Grow
Reports®. Some teachers in that school simply distributed the Reports to students without structuring any time to discuss them with students. They instructed students to look at and keep them
in the front of one of their binders or notebooks. Other teachers dedicated time to discuss the
Reports’ structure with their whole class, explaining what scores mean in addition to offering students strategies for improving their scores. A sixth-grade teacher in Harlem described what she
did:
I explain their Grow Reports® to the kids and to the parents. I point out where they are weak
and encourage them to focus on that skill. Some kids get nervous about it, but kids handle it
well. Kids take the initiative and some kids take the textbook home and will do extra problems
in areas they need help. [TINT14]
Students could not only see their scores but also analyze them, so they would know which skills
they needed to improve. Students could then hone in on those standards or skills with which they
are struggling and take concrete steps to practice toward mastering them.
A handful of teachers actually met with each student individually to discuss their scores, identify
their strengths and weaknesses, set goals, and strategize about how to meet those goals. One
example comes from a middle school in Harlem, where an eighth-grade communication arts
teacher, who has been teaching for 30-plus years, holds individual conferences with each one of
his eighth-grade students to discuss scores and identify areas or skills needing improvement.
According to the teacher, he uses the student’s individual Grow Reports® as a starting place for
these discussions and as “a motivator.” They look at the individual Grow Reports® together to
identify where the student scored high and low. The student then writes down on a note card at
least three skill items or standards from the Report that she wants to work. The students are
instructed to keep the note card. Whenever they have free time during class, the students can
work on the skills listed on their note cards in CTB workbooks, which are stored in the back of his
classroom and broken down into chapters aligned to what is on the test. Students can then practice answering test-like questions that specifically address the skills with which they may be
struggling.
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The teacher shared that this is not only a way for him to incorporate test preparation into his curriculum without letting it overwhelm the curriculum but also a means for addressing individual
students’ needs. Another teacher in the Bronx printed out activities and resources aligned to each
of standards from the Grow web site and prepared workbooks, so that students could work on
areas, on which they wanted to improve.

Administrators’ Reported Uses of the Grow Reports®
New York City district- and building-level administrators reported using the Grow Reports® to gain
a greater understanding of the educational and instructional concerns particular to their level of
the education system. One superintendent explained how they use Grow Reports® on both the
district and school level. All schools and classrooms receive the Grow Reports®. Administrators
felt that “data” – including the data that the Grow Network reported on – would drive their decision- making toward more informed educational choices for students, teachers, and themselves as
administrators. They used this data in many ways ranging from articulating administrative needs
to putting forth an educational vision for their school or the larger school district, often paying
attention to the school’s diverse student needs.
Looking across the interviews and surveys, we found that how administrators used the Grow
Reports® could be grouped into four main categories: (1) identifying areas of need and targeting
resources, (2) planning, (3) supporting conversations, and (4) shaping professional development
activities for teachers. However, depending upon the administrators’ position (e.g. superintendent
for curriculum, district math coordinator, school principal, or staff developer), they synthesized
the data organized by the Grow Reports® and implemented their decisions into the school or district in slightly different ways.
Identifying Areas of Need and Targeting Resources
Administrators explained that the Grow Reports® helped them to identify class-, grade-, and
school-wide strengths and weaknesses that could then be used to make decisions about planning,
shaping professional development activities, and determining student performance and demographics. According to the survey, a large majority of administrators (86%) reported that they “sometimes,” “often,” or “always” used the Grow Reports® to identify high performing students.
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Table 7: Administrator Use of Grow to identify students I use the Grow Reports™ to… (N= 137) (includes “sometimes,” “often,” and “always” responses)

Response

%

Identify low performing students for additional resources (n=121)

93

Identify grade-wide strengths and weaknesses (n=122)

93

Identify class-wide strengths and weaknesses (n=122)

92

Identify school-wide strengths and weaknesses (n=122)

92

Identify high performing students for additional resources (n=121)

86

An even larger majority (93%) said they used the reports to identify low performing students for
additional resources. The administrators spoke quite frequently about the “bubble kids.” They
felt pressure from their district leaders to move students on the cusp. For example, a director of
math and assessment in a Queens district described her yearly data training for principals: “We
had some really powerful conversations – I said it is important to know who the children on the
cusp are and what it’ll take to move them” [DADINT13]. A Deputy Superintendent described a district policy that had been in place for one year as “moving test scores” [DADINT6]. The district
identifies students who are near the proficiency level (near the top of Level Two but just under
Level Three) and requires principals to target this small group of students, placing them with the
best teachers and extra supports.
Other administrators reported that their district was targeting test prep towards high Level Twos
and low Level Threes. One school was using Grow to help them target these students for academic
intervention services. As a principal in Canarsie commented, “all some students need, by the
grace of God, is to pick up one or two more questions” [SADINT19]. Other schools would ask
teachers to identify their “bubble kids,” so that the school could provide a “push in” teacher to
cover a specific skill or strategy. A staff developer in Canarsie spoke about pulling students near
the cusp from across the fourth-grade classes to prepare them for the test:
I pulled out the 10 kids from each class that narrowly missed level 3. I took some 610, 620, I
even took some 590 [referring to scaled scores] if I thought that the kid had a solid test [but]
just missed it by a question. And I divided them into groups […] and what I do is take similar questions from the GROW report. [SADINT20]
One principal in Harlem described how her school uses data:
We have AIS [Academic Intervention Services] teachers – reading and math – our Extended
Day program, our Title One funding…so these are the kids we are going to start identifying
who are in need of remedial work, not that we are going to forget about the others.
Nonetheless, we are going to look at these [kids] because they can sway this way or that way,
so I say to the teachers, ‘…Who do we feel could be pushed on to Level 3? Who is in jeopardy,
at risk of either staying at the status quo or regressing? We don’t want that, so…what we do
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is we divvy up these kids and the AIS teacher then focuses her instructional program on those
students. [SADINT7]
Administrators also felt that Grow was helpful at the teacher-level in addition to the student-level.
As one superintendent explained, “Grow allows you to combine test results and longitudinal analysis to diagnose a school’s strengths. This helps make decisions about professional development and
resource allocation” [DADINT17]. Another superintendent believed that the data could “help new
principals to identify good teachers” and “meet one of his challenges by supporting the school
leaders” [DADINT17].
Table 8: Administrator Use of Grow to allocate resources I use the Grow Reports™ to… (N= 137) (includes “sometimes,” “often,” and “always” responses)

Response

%

Select curricular and/or test prep materials (n=124)

79

Allocate budgetary resources (n=120)

54

Build class rosters (n=123)

49

However, a little more than half of administrators who responded to the survey (54%) reported
that they used the Grow Reports® to “sometimes,” “often,” or “always” allocate budgetary
resources. This data suggests that though administrators commonly talk about using data to determine how to allocate resources, they are less likely to put these ideas into practice.
Planning
Once administrators identified which students, teachers, and resources they wanted to target, this
information helped them to focus their school or district planning activities. Administrators
explained that they used the data on the Grow Reports® to plan for setting school and district priorities and for instructional programs. A district-level math and science coordinator in Manhattan
explained during an interview:
We get general test data but they don’t tell us much. Grow can tell us where the weaknesses
are… I have schools that are at different levels, I have teachers at different levels. Grow helps
map out what District facilitators need to target. [DADINT4]
One assistant principal in the Bronx explained, “Grow helps her target resources, such as afterschool and extended day programming, to students in need” [SADINT11].
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Table 9: Administrator Use of Grow for planning I use the Grow Reports™ to… (N= 137) (includes “sometimes,”
“often,” and “always” responses)

Response

%

Plan test preparation activities (n=122)

84

Set school-wide priorities (n=120)

83

Make professional development decisions (n=119)

82

Conference individually or in small groups with teachers (n=121)

80

Select curricular and/or test prep materials (n=124)

79

Reflect upon the faculty’s strengths and weaknesses (n=123)

74

Learn more about the NYC standards and tested topics (n=119)

72

Make year-long pacing calendars (n=122)

66

Conduct classroom observations (n=122)

33

According to the survey, the administrators reported using the Grow Reports® for planning activities in a variety of ways. Eighty-three percent of the administrators stated that they used the
Grow Reports® “sometimes,” “often,” or “always” to “set school-wide priorities.” Eighty-four percent said that they “sometimes,” “often,” or “always” used the Grow Reports® to plan test preparation activities. Meanwhile, two-thirds (66%) said that they “sometimes,” “often,” or “always”
used them to make yearlong pacing calendars.
While most administrators made use of the Grow Reports, they did so with lesser frequency than
teachers. According to the survey, 4% of administrators used the Grow Reports® once a week or
more, compared to nearly 7% of teachers; and 12% of administrators used it once a month, compared to 19% of teachers. However, 43% of the administrators used the Grow Reports® three to six
times a year, compared to 32% of teachers. Though administrators, like teachers, noted that Grow
provides useful information, they do not look to this data exclusively to make decisions because it
is based on a single assessment. As one superintendent said, “You have to take into consideration
how valid or current the data is when you are using the previous year’s data. This is why you
have to compare Grow with all of the other data sources” [DADINT9].
Table 10: Administrator response to survey question: How frequently did you use the Grow Reports™ last year?
Response

%

Never

7%

Once or twice a year

17%

3-6 times a year

43%

Once a month

12%

2-3 times a month

17%

Once a week or more

4%

43

School-based administrators also believed that Grow should be used along with other forms of data
to assist with planning activities, as an assistant principal in Harlem noted:
Grow is not a sole diagnostic. I see it as one piece. We use it in conferences and goal setting
with students, and together with portfolios to create a portrait. It’s constant because a student can grow in six weeks. It’s wonderful. A fourth grader can recover and jump ahead. A
combination of assessments shows change over time. Grow is static. [SADINT8]
A principal in Canarsie echoed this statement, saying, “You must look at the whole picture and
never use just one source” [SADINT16]. In other words, using the Grow Reports® for planning purposes was just one in addition to many other helpful resources that for administrators used
throughout the school year.
Supporting Conversations
In interviews, many of the administrators spoke about how the Grow Reports® helped framing conversations they had with teachers, parents, or other administrators related to student learning,
professional development for teachers, or addressing school or district challenges. According to
the survey, 87% of administrators reported using the Grow Reports® to conference with teachers;
73% with other administrators or staff developers; 70% with parents; and 55% with students. In
addition, 46% of the administrators also reported using the Grow Reports® to “often” or “always”
conference individually or in small groups with teachers.
Table 11: I use Grow Reports™ as a basis for conferencing with… (N=137)
Response

%

Teachers

87

Other administrators and/or staff developers (“coaches”)

73

Parents

70

Students

55

During the interviews, school-based administrators explained that they used the Grow Reports®
and related materials in grade-wide meetings “to inform mini-lessons,” “to connect reading and
writing activities,” and “as a way to start a dialogue with teachers to identify which categories the
students couldn’t answer and develop strategies to respond.”
One principal described how she wanted her teachers at an upcoming grade-wide literacy meeting
to “review their Grow Reports® and to identify a grade-wide challenge and then to decide on a few
teaching strategies.” She explained that she felt it was “important for colleagues to realize that
they all have the same type of kids. Teachers tend to always think that ‘their kids’ are different
from other teachers’ students” [SADINT16]. She hoped that this conversation would contribute to
teachers sharing strategies and approaches, and that together they would “think through what we
need to do” for the school. “Mandating does not work,” she said. She hoped that the teachers
would make the decisions.
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Some administrators also felt that the Grow Reports® were a useful resource for parents. One
assistant principal in the Bronx explained that in her school testing and test scores have been
very public and the Grow Reports® are openly shared with students and their parents. “Parents
are relieved by it,” she said.
They feel it gives them good feedback and they can see resources, which is important for them
to feel like there’s something they can do to help their child. If a child is in need, now parents
can see it. It breaks it down… what you can do, what you can make better, and the steps to
take to get there. [SADINT11]
District administrators also embraced using the Grow data with parents and spoke about using the
Grow Reports® to prepare for parent conferences. One superintendent explained that, “if parents
could use the [Grow] data this would be a major push” [DADINT16].
Shaping Professional Development Activities
The instructional resources incorporated into the Grow Reports® are approved by the New York City
Department of Education and aligned to state standards. Since the Grow Reports® were aligned
with standards and objectives that the school and district viewed as important, administrators
found that the reports were often a good fit for shaping professional development activities.
Many district and school-based administrators provided professional development workshops for
principals and teachers on how to use Grow; however, some administrators took using Grow to
another level. As one superintendent explained, “The ultimate goal is for teachers to have flexible
grouping in their classroom. Grow provides the easy part of this. Then the hard part of this is up
to us: how to use it!” [DADINT10]. Thus, Grow became used both as the focus of a professional
development activity (typically in a workshop format) and for shaping other professional development activities, such as helping teachers to create differentiated instructional activities or learning about school or district-wide standards and goals through their close alignment to the Grow
Reports®.
Eighty-two percent of the administrators surveyed said they either “sometimes,” “often,” or
“always” used the Grow Reports® to make professional development decisions. Administrators
interviewed said that the Grow Reports® were helped them to check whether their own assessments matched with what the Grow Reports® outlined. A staff developer in the Bronx uses the
report to help guide professional development at multiple levels – for herself as an administrator,
for the teacher, and for developing differentiated instruction and assessment activities for the student.
I use it just as kind of a back up.… I think to find out myself. Each kid’s an individual so I actually like to work with the kid and show the teachers how to work with the children and find out what
he needs. And then to double confirm what I think we need to work on, we’ll look at the Grow
Report… That’ll kind of be like telling me that I’m on the right track. If I see that there’s something
different… we’ll go back to the child and we’ll see where the inconsistency is. [SADINT10]
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CONCLUSION
Data and Accountability – Negotiating the High-Stakes Climate
As listeners and readers, students will collect data, facts, and ideas; discover relationship, concepts, and generalizations; and use knowledge generated from oral, written, and electronically
produced texts.
—Excerpt from New York State’s Standard 1 for English Language Arts
Broadly stated, standards define the qualities of a sound education, identifying fundamental
learning goals that we want all students to master while providing a framework for the design of
curricula and a guide for teaching practice. Accountability tries to ensure that students meet
these standards and holds teachers and administrators responsible. Though accountability in education can take many forms from active parent-teacher associations to school visits and observations, in the era of No Child Left Behind, state-mandated tests have become the principle lens
through which educators relate to standards and accountability.
Not all tests are created equally. Some states have tests closely aligned to standards, while others
do not. Even when the test is closely aligned to the standards, as is the case in New York State,
reducing broad standards into a test inevitably requires not only distilling fundamental skills into
sets of discrete questions but also selecting certain standards over others since no single test can
address all standards. The challenge for most practitioners is that satisfying learning standards, as
defined in curriculum frameworks, and doing well on state-mandated standardized tests often raise
unrelated and sometimes contradictory demands. Given the increasingly high stakes attached to
accountability, the standards measured on the test are, therefore, more crucial to the success of
students, teachers, and schools than ones not accounted for by the test. As a result, educators
must balance the need to address the standards with the need to prepare for the test.
The teachers and administrators who participated in this research study are acutely aware that
standardized testing is the reality with which they must contend. In New York third- and fifthgraders are held back if they fail to meet proficiency on the City’s standardized tests. This trend –
to end student promotion to the next grade level based on a single mandated assessment – has
gained momentum in states across the country. Louisiana, Florida, North Carolina, Mississippi, and
Texas are all retaining students based on third- or fourth-grade performance (Ed Week, 2004).
Such policy decisions deeply affect educators. Teachers in the national and Grow samples
acknowledge that test preparation has become a routine part of what they do. And while they also
recognize the limitations of the test as an accurate measure of student performance, teachers also
know their job is to help their students succeed according to the established criteria and highstakes tests are the criteria by which students, teachers, administrators, and schools are judged.
The findings from this study suggest that negotiating such tensions is a routine part of teachers’
work. While teachers generally find the tests to be reliable indicators of students’ performance
and are comfortable using testing information to identify students in need of additional support,
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they also routinely question whether the tests adequately measure all that students need to know.
As a result, teachers frequently seek to monitor student learning and triangulate assessment data
in a variety of different ways.
From the interviews, survey and scenarios, we learned that teachers implement both formal and
informal assessment strategies, which they perceive as more useful than information yielded by
external exams. The assessment strategies they find most valuable are linked closely to classroom
activities and are developed and implemented by the teachers themselves. They favor classroom
assessments, whether formal or informal, which reach beyond discrete skills and allow students to
demonstrate their abilities and show their thought processes in the context of richer instructional
tasks. As a whole, the findings suggest that teachers feel that externally mandated assessments
are useful in the decisions they make in the classroom only when part of a collection of assessment strategies that enable them to view students’ work through a variety of different lenses.
Interestingly, administrators’ attitudes about high-stakes testing are not markedly different from
teachers. They generally accept the overall validity of the test as a measure of student performance (more so than teachers). They are comfortable using test data to identify students who need
remedial help. And while they believe that a single test can offer a fairly accurate, though not
necessarily complete, picture of what students know and what they need to master, they also recognize the importance of using multiple assessment strategies—both viewpoints also supported by
teachers.
What is different is how administrators experience accountability pressures and talk about the
ways in which the high-stakes climate of NCLB has changed their thinking about the role of standardized test data. There’s no question that administrators are under intense pressure. Principals
can be removed from schools that are not making adequate progress as measured by testing
results; superintendents and their deputies can be replaced; and schools and districts can lose
resources when students chose to transfer from failing schools to better performing ones. While
administrators may sound like teachers when they talk about the importance of using multiple
assessments, the reality is that they are much more likely to think about how to set instructional
priorities and direct resources based on the results of the high-stakes exams. Testing carries a different kind of weight for administrators than it does for teachers. Administrators, therefore,
actively encourage teachers to engage in explicit and routine test-preparation activities and to
teach test-taking skills. They also acknowledge that because everyone is being judged by the same
information – superintendents, principals, teachers, and students – they are more likely to align
what they do to what the data suggests they should be doing and they are more likely to encourage teachers to do the same.
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Data-Driven Decision-Making and the Grow Reports
As outlined earlier in the theoretical framework, data-driven decision-making requires, first and
foremost, that appropriate data be turned into useful information that can aid in the making of
knowledgeable and informed decisions. Digital technology has played a major part in making it
possible for educators to interact with appropriate data that can be used to make decisions on a
more informed basis. Specifically, the relative ease of use and sophistication of data gathering,
storing and delivering systems has made data accessible in a meaningful format to whole sets of
constituents whose access to data in the past was either nonexistent or presented in dense and
unintelligible reports. This research focused primarily on how this increased access to data might
inform and support decisions about children’s education. We were interested in how the Grow
Reports® would be used by educators to support decision-making at various levels of the system.
As a tool, the Grow Report® tries to underscore the ways in which test data can be used to inform
instruction, not just accountability. By design, it provides a format that builds a bridge between
standards, testing results, and instructional strategies. It provides educators with guidance for
how to cope with students’ differential learning patterns and provides teachers with a rationale for
differentiating instruction. Our task was to examine how did this concerted effort to introduce
teachers to data in the context of instructional decision-making affect teachers?
The survey comparison between Grow-using teachers and the national high-stakes sample sheds
some interesting light on this question. Across both samples, very few teachers, less than a third,
believe that the state-mandated standardized achievement test is a comprehensive measure of a
student’s ability, but more Grow-using teachers than the national sample considered it an accurate
measure. More Grow teachers believed that the state-mandated test is aligned to what they teach
in their classrooms. These same teachers were somewhat less likely than the national sample to
believe that test scores influence their teaching on a daily basis. Despite the high-stakes climate
in which they teach, Grow-using teachers felt less forced to exclude anything not on the test from
their teaching, and they estimated that they spent less time on explicit test preparation activities
than was true for the national sample.
The largest differences between the Grow-using teachers and the national sample were in how
appropriate they thought it was to use standardized test scores to group students by ability, and
in how likely they were to prepare their students by providing them with items from old tests.
More than 80% of the teachers we surveyed thought it made sense to use test data to group students by ability. Less than 20% of the national sample thought that ability grouping by test
scores was appropriate. New York City teachers were also far more likely to prepare their students
by providing them with test practice in the form of old tests, yet they did not feel that such
activities significantly compromised or curtailed their use of other instructional strategies. Based
on these findings we can speculate that what the Grow Report® does in bridging the gap between
test results, standards, and instructional practices is provide teachers with a framework that helps
them to understand the relationship among, and distinguish between, these elements of the educational system.
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Compared to the national sample, these New York City teachers can be considered “data-friendly.”
In other words, the skepticism many expressed about the value of standardized test data in educational decision-making was often more about its incompleteness and the stakes involved, than a
rejection of the whole idea of using standardized tests to measure individual achievement. The
vast majority seemed essentially satisfied with the alignment between the state standards, their
own curriculum, and the test. Teachers and administrators had a wide range of opinions about the
ethical, political and educational implications of high-stakes testing, but they were using the data
to inform decision-making appropriate to their role in the educational system.
Teachers use the testing data provided in the Grow Reports® to plan activities, lessons and units.
They sometimes use it as a starting point for conversations with students, parents, specialists, and
administrators. Some teachers plan their own professional development, based on test data, to
focus on areas where they think their students need more help. But more than anything else,
teachers use test data to allocate their own resources: time, attention, practice, and homework.
In contrast to teachers, administrators use the Grow Reports® to help them make building-level
decisions, such as allocating resources, targeting those students who are most in need of additional support or who could benefit from more advanced instruction, and starting conversations that
help them communicate and establish leadership priorities. In this way they help to support and
focus the priorities of staff developers and instructional leaders. Reports are also used to identify
strengths and weakness in classrooms and across school buildings so that professional development
can be focused on those areas of instruction most in need of improvement.
While administrators, like teachers, stress the importance of using multiple sources of data when
making decisions they, too, know that raising test scores is the ultimate measure of their success.
As a result, administrators in New York encourage teachers to focus on the students who are on
the cusp of meeting proficiency on the high-stakes test. In particular, the students who are at the
top of level 2 in New York’s four-level system (where 1 = failing, 2 = below standard, 3 = at standard and 4 = above standard) and who can be moved up to level 3 are the most crucial for
accountability. Getting the failing students to where they are doing better–though still below
standard—or getting students who are doing well enough to do really well does not count for as
much as moving as many of the kids who are at the top of level 2 to the bottom of level 3. For
teachers and administrators, this means identifying those “bubble” students, making sure they
spend enough time practicing the skills they need for the test, pitching instruction to the areas
they are having difficulty with, or creating ability groups designed to help these students move up
a notch.
As a tool that aligns test results with standards and instructional strategies, the Grow Report®
appears to be highly successful in creating a navigational framework for educators. For teachers,
the Grow Report® presents data in a meaningful format from which teachers can draw the information they need to support differentiating instruction and thinking about students’ weaknesses as
well as their strengths. In this sense, the Grow Report® can be said to be playing a critical role in
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helping teachers navigate the tensions that exist in a high-stakes climate between the accountability model of schooling, where data from standardized tests drives assessment and practically
defines the standards, and a reform model, where diversity is considered in the curriculum and
defined by differentiated pedagogical practices.
For administrators, the Reports represent a means to meet accountability requirements. This is not
surprising given that they face real penalties. From an accountability standpoint, the “bubble
kid” strategy makes sense from their point of view. The danger of this kind of strategy is that it
tends to direct resources to one group of students at the expense of others (Confrey and Makar,
2002). Accountability requires that they get the averages up, which means focusing more attention on the test and the tested skills some students lack than on expanding and improving the
skills of those who are failing or succeeding.
The limitations of the Grow Reports® are, of course, that they rely on a single standardized test
and as a result, the way in which they present evidence of differential learning is limited.
However, the teachers and administrators with whom we spoke were extremely cognizant of this
limitation, and teachers, in particular, found creative ways to use the information contained in
Grow to inform both instructional practices and administrative decision-making. When teachers in
this study talked about data-driven decisions, it was almost invariably in the context of accountability – helping students meet standards as evidenced by their performance on standardized tests.
Yet, we also heard teachers discussing data-driven decision-making in the context of a reform
agenda in which diversity, both cultural and cognitive, is as central to learning as standards are to
the accountability perspective.

Technology and Data-Driven Practices — What The Future Holds
What we have learned from this study is that teachers, in particular, combat a narrowing interpretation of their students’ strengths and weaknesses by using multiple sources of data – impressionistic, anecdotal, and experiential – accrued over the long term and based on many experiences
with their students to make most decisions. Having been introduced to the possibilities of using
systematic data to make instructional decisions, teachers are eager for more and better data.
Digital technology has already played an important role in giving teachers access to this data. We
believe that digital technologies – particularly the highly portable, wireless, and multi-functional
devices that are becoming increasingly prevalent today – will expand on this role by helping
teachers engage in the kinds of data-gathering and data-analysis processes that are inclusive of
the multifaceted ways in which children show evidence of learning.
Digital technology makes possible the systematic collection of far more varied and richer data that
is tied more closely to practice than the standardized tests we currently use to measure achievement, such as the abilities to display data for manipulation, to allow a variety of interpretive
activities, to drill down into data to see detail, and to see larger patterns across data sets with
visualization tools.
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Appropriate uses of flexible, mobile, easy-to-use digital devices could allow teachers and administrators to keep track of performance data, observational data, informal conversations, portfolios of
student work, self-assessment and reflection, the stuff of daily instructional decision-making in
the classroom. The digitization of data sources makes it possible to reflect systematically on the
data, to organize it, share it and analyze it in a variety of ways. The inclusion of organized diagnostic and authentic, performance-based data in the decision-making process would go a long way
toward affirming and supporting the practices that educators routinely engage in. As the educators in this study acknowledge, high-stakes tests communicate only a piece of what they need to
know about the complex repertoire of skills and talents that children need to succeed.
The Grow Report® is an important first step in this process. It shows that the promise of making
the transition to data-driven decision-making in our schools can be a useful and interesting
process. Significantly, by creating a lens through which the relationship between standards,
assessments, and instruction can be explored, it helps educators to find reason in and navigate the
tensions that prevail in the high-stakes contexts in which they work.
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